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The San Francisco Taxi Workers Alliance (SFTWA) submits these Opening 

Comments in response to the Proposed Decision of Commissioner Randolph on Phase 

II Issues (PD).

I. Introduction

SFTWA maintains its previous objections to glaring omissions in the scope of the 

PD, particularly the absence of two major topics: service to the disabled community and 

protection of the environment.  The San Francisco International Airport/San Francisco 

Municipal Transportation Agency (SFO/SFMTA) called for these topics to be included in 

its Opening Comments on the Phase II Scoping Memo.1  SFTWA concurred in that 

request.2  As discussed below, SFTWA also objects to the fact that the PD addresses 

the definition of “personal vehicle” and concludes that vehicle leasing is permissible, a 

topic outside the scope of Phase II.  

II.   Ridepooling is illegal.

The PD’s conclusion that “fare splitting” (as it is termed) does not violate Public 

Utilities Code (PUC) §5401 is in error.  First, a word about terminology.  The Scoping 

Memo initally referred to this practice as “ride sharing”.3  SFTWA pointed out that the 

term has a specific meaning in the law, one that has been widely ignored and abused.4  

We suggested “ridepooling”.5  The PD’s adopted designation, “fare-splitting”, is an 

inaccurate and misleading term.  For something to be split, it must first be a whole.  In 

                                                
1 Opening comments of SFO/SFTWA on Ruling Amending the Scoping Memo and Ruling for 
Phase II Proceeding, 5/22/15, at 12.  
2 Opening Comments of SFTWA on Ruling Amending the Scoping Memo and Ruling for Phase 
II of Proceeding, 5/22/15, at 1, 5; Reply Comments of SFTWA on Ruling Amending the Scoping 
Memo and Ruling for Phase II of Proceeding, 6/8/15, at 1-2.  
3 Assigned Commissioner and Assigned Administative Law Judge’s Scoping Memo and Ruling 
for Phase II of Proceeding, 11/26/14, at 3.
4 Opening Comments of SFTWA on Rulng Instructing Comment on the Impact of PUC §5401,  
8/21/15, at 1.   
5 Id.
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this instance, two separate and quite possibly different amounts are being charged to 

strangers whose only connection is their mutual presence in the vehicle for some 

portion of the ride.6  If a passenger requests an UberPool or Lyft Line ride but the driver 

does not pick up another passenger, the rider pays only his or her fare.  In this type of 

service, it is the ride (or some piece of it) that is being shared, not the fare.  For that 

reason, SFTWA will continue to call this service “ridepooling”.  

The law is clear that CPCs may not charge individual fares.  (Golden State 

Sedan Service, Inc., v. Airport Limousine Service (1981) 121 Cal.App.3d 359; 175 Cal. 

Rptr. 317.)7   Clear statutory language leaves no room for interpretation.  (In re Lance 

(1985) 37 Cal.3d 873, 886, 210 Cal. Rptr. 631.)  Where language is unambiguous, the 

plain, commonsense meaning controls.  (Holland v. Assessment Appeals Bd. No. 1 

(2014) 58 Cal. 4th 482, 490, 167 Cal. Rptr. 3d 74.)  Uber and Lyft attempt to obfuscate 

this elemental notion by claiming that PUC §5401 only prohibits the charging of flat 

fares.8  The plain language of the law does not support that claim.  The statute sets 

forth two separate and distinct requirements for CPC charges: they “shall be computed 

and assessed on a vehicle mileage or time of use basis, or a combination thereof” and 

they may not be “computed, charged or assessed on an individual fare basis”.         

In September 2014, the Commission’s Safety and Enforcement Division (SED) 

                                                
6 For purposes of this discussion, we presume that Uber and Lyft are charging on a distance-
and-time basis, meaning passengers with different pickup and dropoff points will likely be paying 
different amounts.  See, however, p. 6 below for a discussion of the flat rate charges these 
companies employ.  
7 See Opening Comments of SFTWA, 8/21/15 at 5 and citations therein; Opening comments of 
SFO/SFMTA at 1-3 and citations therein.
8 PD, at 47.  
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sent letters to Uber, Lyft and Sidecar informing them that their ridepooling services 

violated PUC §5401.9  Each of the letters states:

In accordance with §5401, the Commission has consistently found that 
charter party carriers cannot charge an individual fare when carrying 
multiple persons in a vehicle, and therefore, a person chartering a charter 
party carrier vehicle must have exclusive use of the vehicle.

The Commission lacks the flexibility to allow a transportation service that 
is contrary to the statute as approved by the Legislature.  If [your 
company] believes the PU Code is outdated, it may petition the 
Legislature for a modification.  Unless and until the Legislature modifies  
§5401, the Commission must enforce state law.  (Bracketed words 
substitute for company names.)     

The District Attorneys of San Francisco and Los Angeles have reached the same 

conclusion.10  Comments of SFTWA, SFMTA, Luxor Cab and Christopher B. Dolan/The 

Dolan Law Firm (Dolan) agreed that TNC ridepooling is unlawful.11  

The PD’s claim that “This decision is supported by our past interpretations of 

Pub. Util. Code §5401”12 is empty.   Every one of the cited decisions affirms the 

prohibition against operators without PSC certificates charging individual fares.13  

In Decision  No. 77467, defendants provided transportation on an individual-fare 

basis under CPC permits in van-type vehicles designed to carry wheelchairs or gurneys

for persons traveling to and from medical facilities.14  The Commission ordered them to  

cease and desist charging on an individual fare basis.15  The decision stated: 

That the defendants do not qualify as charter-party carriers of passengers 
in their usual operations is demonstrated by their method of assessing 
charges.  Each of the defendants herein charges the person 
transported on an individual fare basis, the only concession to 

                                                
9 Letters to Travis Kalanick, John Zimmer and Sunil Paul, 9/8/14;  PD, at 42.   
10 Letters of George Gascon and Jackie Lacey to Uber, Lyft and Sidecar, 9/24/14; PD, at 42.  
11 PD, at 44-45.  
12 Id., at 46.  
13 Id., at 46.
14 D.77467, 7/7/70, 1970 Cal. PUC LEXIS 826; 71 CPUC 293 (1970).
15 Id., at *23.  
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numbers being that if two persons are picked up at one point and 
delivered at one point, the pick up charge for each person is reduced.  In 
addition, each person carried by any defendant pays an identical 
mileage fee and whether one person is or five persons are transported in 
a vehicle at one time going from one origin point to one destination point, 
each is required to pay the same full mileage fee. The Act (Section 5401 
thereof) prohibits such a method of charging for the transportation.  
If the defendants are, in any portion of their operations, charter-party 
carriers of passengers, as to such operations they will be required to 
terminate such methods of charging for service in accordance with the 
requirements of the act and, in addition, they and their officers agents or 
employees could be subject to severe penalites (Section 5411 to 54116, 
(sic) inclusive). (Emphasis added.)  

It is significant that the impermissible charges in this instance included mileage fees.  

This belies the claims of Uber and Lyft that individual fares are permissible so long as 

they are not charged on a flat-rate basis.16

Decision No. 80448, decided in 1972, is cited for the proposition “that the 

purpose of Pub. Util. Code §5401 is to ‘protect passenger stage bus operations from 

competition by bus operators having lesser authority’.”17   The decision marked an 

attempt by the Commission to gain legislative authority for allowing CPCs to charge 

individual fares.  That power was not granted then, or in the 34 years since the decision 

was issued.  

The reasoning behind D.80448 is enlightening.  It opined that if CPCs were 

allowed to charge individual fares they would not be “likely to give significant 

competition to a regular-route, scheduled airport bus operation.”18  That may have been 

true in 1972, when limousines occupied a distinct niche in the for-hire transportation 

market.  But it is no longer so. The potential for “destructive competition”, which the 

                                                
16 PD, at 47.
17 Id.
18 D.80448, 1972 Cal.PUC LEXIS 89; 74 CPUC 150, 8/31/72, AT *4.   
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decision thought unlikely,19 has arrived in full force.  TNCs have all-but-erased the 

distinction between traditional limos, taxis and airport shuttles.  They compete not only 

with other types of for-hire transportation, but with mass transportation as well.20  In fact, 

the logic of the decision implies that if the Commission is to regulate TNCs, it should be 

as Passenger Stage Corporations (PSCs), not CPCs.21  PSCs must meet stringent 

requirements to obtain certificates of public convenience and necessity, whereas CPCs 

are issued permits based on lesser requirements.22  “Permit-style regulation is far more 

appropriate than full-scale public utility rate and service regulation for operations 

which are properly devoted to a luxury market”, the decision goes on to state.23  

(emphasis added.)  It affirms that charging individual fares is “the material distinction” 

governing whether a limousine operator is to be issued a PSC certificate or a CPC 

permit.24    

Decision No. 81684, cited in the PD,25 notes the “difference between persons 

chartering a vehicle dividing up the cost among themselves [citation omitted] and a 

charter-party carrier charging individual fares.”26  (Emphasis added.)  That is exactly the 

right distinction.  When a CPC or taxi picks up multiple passengers, there is but one 

charge that may (or may not) be split.  When a TNC picks up strangers and charges 

them separately, that’s an individual fare.  Any decision to the contrary would be an 

unlawful defiance of the legislative scheme.     

                                                
19 Id.
20 Opening Comments of SFTWA, 8/21/15, at 10.
21 See Dolan, Comments, 8/21/15, at 3-6.
22 Id. 
23 D.80448, at *5.  
24 Id.
25 PD, at 46.
26 D.81684, 7/31/73, 1973 Cal. PUC LEXIS 605; 75 CPUC 361, at *9, fn. 10.  
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It also bears repeating that Uber and Lyft have violated PUC §5401’s prohibition 

against charging flat rates for services.27   In a Lyft promotion titled MATCHMUNI, riders 

were charged a flat $2.25 – the same price as a ride on a San Francisco bus.28  

Here is Uber’s description of its UberPool charges as of February 2015:

We’ve seen how popular our $5 flat rate uberPOOL promotion has been, 
which is why we’ve decided to extend it!  
Starting today you can get anywhere in SF for $7 or less.* That’s every 
uberPOOL ride, anywhere between the Ferry Building and Ocean Beach. 
Ride while it lasts.29

These promotions are further vioolations of PUC §5401.  It is dismaying that the PD 

ignores these blatant violations, and, by its silence, tacitly approves them.

The PD also exhibits a strong bias in favor of Uber and Lyft in its discussion of 

the possible advantages/disadvantages of ridepooling.  While admitting that evidence is 

lacking, it recites Uber’s claims for injury reductions and environmental benefits.30  But 

in discussing potential negative effects, it states as follows: “Based on the record before 

us, we do not see any public policy or safety objectives that would be impaired by 

allowing TNCs to engage in fare-splitting services.”31  The PD completely ignores 

SFTWA’s lengthy recitation of evidence of the environmental harm caused by the 

proliferation of TNC services, greatly abetted by ridepooling.  The evidence is 

circumstantial, owing to the fact that no environmental studies have been done, but it 

consists of reputable studies and surveys performed by the University of California 

Transportation Center, the American Lung Association and others, supplemented by 

                                                
27 Reply Comments of SFTWA, 8/28/15, at 3.
28 Id., at 4.  In August 2015, Lyft capped its LyftLine fares in San Francisco at $6-12, prices so 
low that they amounted to flat fares. http://blog.lyft.com/posts/2015/8/21/comin-in-hot-new-
citywide-prices-in-sf
29 Id.; http://newsroom.uber.com/sf/2015/02/7-uberpool-rides/; Similar to Lyft’s $6-12 promotion , 
the $7 “capped” price is really a flat fare.         
30 PD, at 48-49.
31 Id., at 49.  
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anecdotal evidence and figures on the vast number of TNC vehicles in operation in San 

Francisco, information furnished by the TNCs themselves.32  In brief, TNC vehicles are 

replacing far more environmentally sound forms of transportation, including mass 

transportation and taxis.33      

III.  The PD improperly declares vehicle leasing to be lawful.

 The Commission’s decision approving the operation of TNCs specified that 

drivers must use “their own personal vehicles”.34  That requirement is reiterated a half-

dozen times throughout the decision.35  As discussed below, this mandate and the  

policy behind it is subverted by the leasing of vehicles to TNC drivers.  Initially, however, 

SFTWA maintains that this issue has no place in the current decision, because it was 

not properly made part of the discussion. 

The original Scoping Memo for Phase II (OSM) of these proceedings made no 

mention of this issue.36   It did list among the issues to be discussed the following: “G. 

Are there any other TCP regulations, rules, and general orders that should be revised?”  

But the OSM was superseded by a modified ruling that stated “The scope and schedule 

of Phase II of this proceeding will be determined by the forthcoming Amended Ruling.”37  

The Amended Ruling (AR) again made no mention of the issue at hand, and eliminated 

from discussion the broader question G. of the OSM.38  

                                                
32 Opening Comments of SFTWA, 8/21/15, at 7-10.  
33 Id.  
34 D. 13-09-045, 9/23/13, Regulatory Requirement b., at 29-30.  
35 Id., at 2, 24, 26, 65, 67, 68.
36 Assigned Commissioner and Assigned Administrative Law Judge’s Scoping Memo and Ruling 
for Phase II of Proceeding, 11/26/14, at 2-3.  
37 Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling Modifying the Scoping Memo and Ruling for Phase II of 
Proceeding, 2/3/15, at 3.  
38 Assigned Commissioner and Administrative Law Judge’s Ruling Amending the Scoping 
Memo and Ruling for Phase II of Proceeding, 4/28/15, at 3-4.
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In their comments on the AR, SFO/SFMTA asked for a clarification of the 

definition of “personal vehicle” and requested the inclusion of workshop issues, i.e., 

“accessibility, congestion, the California Environmental Quality Act and other pollution 

related issues” in the scope of the proceedings.39  Those requests were ignored.  In 

contrast, the Commissioner assigned to the proceeding at the time, President Michael 

Peevey, granted a motion of SideCar to amend the scope of the proceeding to include 

consideration of the impact of PUC §5401.40  

In its comments on the applicability of §5401, Lyft requested a “clarification that 

TNC drivers may use leased or rental vehicles (including short term leases) in providing 

TNC services, including ride sharing.”41  These unsolicited Comments were shoehorned 

into a response to a question confined to ridepooling.42  SFTWA responded in its Reply 

Comments, calling the request “off the subject” and unwarranted.43  SFTWA’s 

comments were far less comprehensive than might have been offered had this issue 

been posed for decision in the AR.  To our knowledge, no other party weighed in on this 

issue.  This raises questions of fundamental fairness and due process of law.44  The 

                                                
39 Opening Comments of San Francisco International Airport and San Francisco Municipal 
Transportation Agency to Assigned Commissioner and Administrative Law Judges Ruling 
Amending the Scoping Memo and Ruling for Phase II Proceeding, 5/22/15, at 11-12.
40 Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling Superseding Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling dated 
October 31, 2014 granting Motion of SideCar Technologies, Inc. and Side.cr LLC to Add an 
Issue for Consideration in Phase II.  The superseding ruling amended the previous ruling by 
eliminating authority ostensibly granted to SideCar to continue its ridepooling option until the 
Commission determined the applicability of PUC §5401.  Assigned Commissioner’s Ruling 
Granting Motion of SideCar Technologies, Inc. and Side.cr LLC to add an issue for 
Consideration in Phase II, 10/31/14, at 5.
41 Comments of Lyft, Inc. on the Impact of Public Utility Code Section 5401 on Ridesharing 
Features Offered by Transportation Network Companies, 8/21/15, at 12-14.  
42 Id.
43 Reply Comments of SFTWA, 8/28/15, at 7.  
44 U.S. Constitution, Amendments 5, 14; California Constitution, Article 1, Section 7(a).
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present opportunity to comment on this question, after the PD has been issued, doesn’t 

cure the failure to include it in a timely fashion.  

We also note that the Commission declined to rule on the question of fingerprint 

background checks, stating  “Because the assigned Commissioner did not pose this 

question directly in the Amended Ruling, the record is insufficient for decision-making.”45  

We agree with that statement.  The same consideration applies to the question of 

vehicle leasing.  Our discussion  below is not a concession of the Commission’s 

authority to decide the question at this juncture.  

The Decision states: 

. . . a TNC is defined as an organization, whether a corporation, 
partnership, sole proprietor, or other form, operating in California that 
provides transportation services for compensation using an online-enabled 
app or platform to connect passengers with drivers using their 
personal vehicles. The primary distinction between a TNC and other 
TCPs is that a TNC connects riders to drivers who drive their 
personal vehicle, not a vehicle such as a limousine purchased 
primarily for a commercial purpose. To that end, a TNC is not 
permitted to itself own vehicles used in its operation or own fleets of 
vehicles.46

As stated above, there are at least seven references in the Decision to TNC vehicles 

being “personal” or “private” to the driver.  Drivers are also required to provide proof of 

“their personal insurance” ,47 which TNCs are obligated to obtain from each driver.48  

To summarize, the definition of a TNC imposes three requirements regarding 

vehicle use and ownership: 1) drivers must use “their personal vehicles”;49 2) the vehicle 

must not be “purchased primarily for a commercial purpose”, and 3) a TNC cannot “own 

                                                
45 PD, at 41.
46 D.13-09-045, 9/23/13, at 24.  
47 Id., Safety Requirement b), at 26.    
48 Id., Regulatory requirement e., p. 30.
49 The Rules refer to “private drivers using their own personal vehicles”.  D.13-09-045, Regulatory 
requirement b., at 29-30.    
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vehicles used in its operation or own fleets of vehicles”. 50  Additionally, drivers must 

have their own insurance.  

Now comes Breeze, offering “a flexible, week-to-week lease with Breeze so you 

can drive for services like Uber and Lyft”.51  Lease payments are automatically deducted 

on a weekly basis.52 “Our terms are crazy flexible, giving you the option to return your 

car at any time with just two weeks’ notice, after an initial four week period.”53  A 

“lienholder” on the “personal” insurance policy “is like a landlord. It's the person who 

legally owns the property that's being leased to you.”54  You “must” use the car

“primarily for ride-sharing and delivery services.”55  You have an allowance of 600 

miles per week, after which you pay 15 cents per mile.56  Uber also offers leasing and 

financing deals with weekly payments.57  And Lyft has now gotten into the act under a 

deal with General Motors, which has invested $500 million in the TNC.  “GM . . . will 

establish a series of national rental hubs where Lyft drivers can access short-term 

vehicles, unlocking new ways for people to earn money without having to own a car.”58   

Hyrecar is an online marketplace for daily or weekly car rentals for drivers who want to 

work for Uber of Lyft.59  Rentals range from $35-65 a day or $200-250 a week.60  

                                                
50 See fn. 33 above.
51 https://www.joinbreeze.com/  
52 https://joinbreeze.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/206057967-How-do-I-pay-for-my-car-
53 https://www.joinbreeze.com/pricing  
54 https://joinbreeze.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/206465907-What-is-a-lienholder-
55 https://joinbreeze.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/205104868-Is-my-Breeze-car-available-for-
personal-use-
56 https://joinbreeze.zendesk.com/hc/en-us/articles/205105188-What-other-fees-am-I-
responsible-for-
57 https://get.uber.com/cl/financing/ 
58 http://blog.lyft.com/posts/lyft-1billion-gm
59 http://hyrecar.com/
60 Id.
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According to the company, insurance is included.61  Many other casual rentals for TNC 

work are available on online platforms.  The result is that certain companies are acting 

as unlicensed CPCs, while Uber and Lyft skirt the rules by arranging with other 

companies to lease vehicles to drivers for purposes that are eminently commercial.   For 

it’s part, the Commission seems poised to flout its own rules and ignore the process that 

led to them.  (Emphases in above quotations added.)    

How far this has strayed from the scheme the Commission approved: from 

“personal cars” to daily and weekly rentals; from vehicles not “purchased primarily for a 

commercial purpose” to vehicles purchased exlusively for that purpose; from prohibiting 

TNCs from owning vehicles to the use of unlicensed surrogates to serve that purpose.  

This amounts to a subversion not only of the Commission’s decision, but of the very 

premises that brought TNCs into being.  Lyft and Sidecar, which set up rogue 

operations in San Francisco before Uber dared to use personal vehicles, justified their 

operations at the start of this Rulemaking by claiming that they were offering “peer-to-

peer rideshare” as a way for drivers who were on the road for their own purposes to  

help pay their expenses by ferrying riders to their destination.62  While the Commission 

chose to ignore the fact that TNCs were providing (in their own words) on-demand 

service, and therefore were operating as taxis, it accepted this premise, and built its 

rules upon it.             

The CPUC’s definition of TNC service has been incorporated into state law 

through AB 2293 of 2014.  It is contained in PUC §5431, which defines a TNC as an 

organization “using an online-enabled application or platform to connect passengers 

                                                
61 Id.
62 See, e.g., Comments of Zimride, Inc., 1/28/13; Opening Comments of Sidecar Technologies, 
Inc. and Side.cr LLC, 1/28/13.  
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with drivers using a personal vehicle.” (Emphasis added.)  The statutory definition is 

based on the same history and understandings that gave rise to the Commission’s 

decision.  It is now the law, and the Commission lacks the authority to apply a novel 

interpretation that flies in the face of that law, its own rules and the intentions that 

underlie them.    

Furthermore, as discussed above and in previous submissions, TNCs are putting 

tens of thousands of cars on the streets of San Francisco alone, and taking off very 

few.63  This must have a significant impact on the environment in the form of congestion 

and pollution.  Leasing contributes to this harm in a major way.  For that reason alone, 

leasing should be prohibited.    

IV.  The Commission should require permanent trade dress.

The PD takes a tiny step in the right direction by requiring trade dress in the front 

and rear of the TNC vehicle.64  But the PD is mistaken as to the facts of the situation.  

The continued lack of permanent trade dress leaves the door open to the same 

problems SFTWA has previously discussed: the hampering of law enforcement and the 

facilitiation of insurance concealment and fraud.65  

Removing rear-facing insignia is only slightly more difficult than removing a 

symbol from the dashboard.  It can be done in a flash with the reach of a hand.  The 

simple solution is to require permanent markings.  How is the application of  permanent 

decals, front and rear, such as every other CPC carries, unduly burdensome?  How 

could this possibly result in “stifling innovation” (the PD’s term)?66  The fact that the 

trade dress would be permanently affixed is inconsequential.  Many personal vehicles 
                                                
63 Opening Comments of SFTWA, 8/21/15, at 7-10. 
64 PD, at 36-38.
65 Opening Comments of SFTWA on the Amended Scoping Memo, 5/22/15, at 6.  
66 PD, at 38.  
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carry permanent stickers for a variety of purposes, including neighborhood parking and 

access to employee parking lots.  These may function only occasionally, rarely, or never 

at all.  Where’s the harm?  On the other hand, the harms we have described from not 

having permanent identifiers on vehicles used for commercial purposes are substantial, 

affecting public safety and protection.  The Commission’s ducking of this issue is a 

prime example of its willingness to kowtow to the unreasonable wishes and whims of 

TNCs.

V.  Conclusion

The PD is mistaken on the facts and/or the law regarding vehicle leasing, 

ridepooling and permanent trade dress.  The PD should be amended as set forth in the 

Appendix.    

Dated: February 16, 2016 

Respectfully submitted,

/s/ Mark Gruberg
Member of the Executive Board 
San Francisco Taxi Workers 
Alliance
2940 16th St. #314
San Francisco, CA 94103
Tel: 415-864-8294
Email: board@sftwa.org
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Appendix A

Proposed Amendments to Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law

Additions are in bold face.
Deletions are in strikethrough.

Findings of Fact

6.  Current trade dress is easy to hide and does not adequately inform the 
law enforcement or the public that a vehicle may be providing TNC 
services.  This hampers police investigations and facilitates insurance 
concealment and fraud.    

7.  The proliferation of companies and individuals renting or leasing 
vehicles to TNC drivers, and the use of surrogate leasing arrangements by 
TNCs themselves, have distorted the notion of a “personal vehicle” and led 
to an explosion of TNC vehicles on the streets, causing unwanted and 
unnecessary congestion and pollution.      

8.  TNC drivers using UberPool or Lyft Line pick up multiple passengers 
who have no connection to one another and charge them individually for 
the service.     

Conclusions of Law

8.  The current rules regarding rear-facing trade dress are inadequate to ensure public 
safety and consumer protection. 

9. TNC drivers frequently stop on the side of busy streets to pick up and drop off 
passengers, often times blocking an entire lane in the process, and often times with 
passengers entering/exiting on both sides of the vehicle. 

10. Without a rear-facing distinctive identifying symbol identifying a vehicle as a provider 
of TNC services, those sharing the road are not provided any notice of 
that vehicle’s increased likelihood of stopping unexpectedly. 

11. A uniform, removable distinctive identifying symbol identifying a vehicle as a TNC,
not associated with any individual TNC, and a unique permanent identifying number 
affixed to the front and rear of a TNC vehicle will adequately address this public 
safety issue, aid in law enforcement and help prevent insurance fraud without 
stifling innovation. 

12. Drivers, motorcyclists, and bicyclists alike will be able to set more accurate 
expectations of driver behavior and act accordingly if they know they are behind 
an active TNC vehicle. 
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13. Regarding clarifications requested in the parties’ comments, trade dress may shall 
be placed in the front and rear of the TNC vehicles/ drivers’ vehicles. The existing trade 
dress rules do not prohibit use of more than one type of trade dress by a transportation 
Network Company. 

14. A “personal vehicle,” as it applies to a TNC’s operations, may include a vehicle that 
is not shall be registered in the driver’s name, or a vehicle and may not be obtained 
pursuant to a lease agreement. 

15. Pub. Util. Code § 5401 is designed to prevent a TCP from picking up multiple 
passengers who are not otherwise traveling together, transporting all passengers to a 
common destination, and then charging each passenger their own fare. 

16. TNCs are TCPs, and, as such, the Pub. Util. Code § 5401 provisions that apply to 
TCPs apply to TNCs. 

17. All TCPs including TNCs, may engage in fare-splitting operations provided 
that the  fares are based on either vehicle mileage or time of use, or a combination 
thereof. TCP drivers, including TNC drivers, who charge separate fares to 
ridepooling passengers, are in violation of PUC §5401.


